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Amy Kaplan writes of W.E.B. Du Bois's 1915 essay ‘The African
Roots of War’ that ‘by grounding his inquiry in Africa, [he] exposes
theway the representations of space and time have been structured
by imperial maps and narratives of the world, and from this loca-
tion he draws alternative maps and writes new histories’.1 But Du
Bois begins drawing alternative maps and writing new histories
more than fifteen years earlier in The Philadelphia Negro. With the
support of the University of Pennsylvania, Du Bois moved to Phil-
adelphia's SeventhWard in August of 1896 to begin his survey of its
black residents.2 The aim of The Philadelphia Negro was to ‘present
the results of an inquiry … into the condition of the forty thousand
or more people of Negro blood now living in the city of Philadel-
phia’, and to ‘ascertain something of the geographical distribution
of this race, their occupations and daily life, their homes, their or-
ganizations, and above all, their relation to their million white
fellow-citizens’.3

Du Bois organizes the social geography of Philadelphia's black
Seventh Ward according to several classes: the middle and upper

classes, the working class, the poor, and the vicious and criminal
classes.4 In his assessment, space is both produced by and pro-
ductive of historical processes: racism accounts, at least in part, for
the segregation of African Americans into slum districts; poverty,
living conditions, and the availability of work and transportation in
these districts then produce their own lasting social and subjective
effects. Du Bois often relies on positivist social science methods
that, while providing valuable demographic information, also have
‘the tendency to treat race as a “proper object” that can be quan-
tified, mapped and located’.5 By 1896, however, Du Bois had already
developed complex insights about the cultural and subjective as-
pects of race and race relations in the United States, and these in-
sights emerge in important ways in The Philadelphia Negro
(Figs. 1e2).

Of particular interest to the current analysis is the way Du Bois
frames his social classification scheme around the phenomenon of
crime, and I contend that the location of Du Bois's study is central to
his treatment of crime and criminality. Philadelphia was the site of
the first jails and prisons in the United States as well as prevailing
discourses on penology and penal reform. The Pennsylvania Prison
Society, originally the Philadelphia Society for Alleviating the
Miseries of Public Prisons, was formed in 1787 to address the dire
conditions of the city's Walnut Street Jail and to promote the hu-
mane treatment of incarcerated people. Its members included well
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respected citizens and political thinkers, and it played a central role
in shaping public discourse about crime and punishment. In this
essay, I read The Philadelphia Negro alongside Du Bois's earlier and
contemporary writings about the sociology of race, as well as some
of the principal insights disseminated by the Pennsylvania Prison
Society, to demonstrate how Du Bois offers, within the context of
these discourses, a nascent alternative to normative inducements
to reduce crime.

Prison studies scholarship has, particularly in the last decade,
emerged as an important critique of the way that capitalism has
functioned systematically to segregate, disenfranchise, and other-
wise oppress Americans of color. Recent scholarship has estab-
lished that the black inner city experiences disproportionate
policing and surveillance, and that its residents are dispropor-
tionately arrested, convicted, and incarcerated for crimes that sta-
tistical data show are committed at approximately the same rates
by whites.6 As one of the primary governmental institutions with
which people of color interact, ‘criminal justice “teaches” race in
more subtle and complex ways than previous regimes’.7 Urban
geographers have long grappled with the relationship between
race, class, and residential segregation, and geography has been of
central concern in recent decades to legal theorists studying racial

injustice.8 Recent academic literature on Du Bois has demonstrated
the lasting importance of The Philadelphia Negro for understanding
race as a biological, social, and epistemological category;9 the
relationship between identity, race, class, and economy;10 and Du
Boisian praxis for resolving social problems and promoting political
participation.11 I argue that Du Bois's urban geography exposes
some of the historical precedents for contemporary trends in res-
idential segregation, mass incarceration, and other forms of spatial
exploitation and marginalization, as well as how these processes
shape identity.

A reading of Du Bois that pays increased attention to organiza-
tions of community and everyday practices can shed additional
light not only on the historical development and contemporary
manifestations of ongoing structural racism, but also on alternative
possibilities for responding to that oppression. Prison studies and
other scholarship addressing mass incarceration often remain
centered at the level of the operations of these systems, rather than
at the level of how individuals and communities respond to, resist,
or reshape these systems.12 Race is performed in and through
space, and it is performed differently in criminal spaces, for
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